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The domain wall response under constant external magnetic fields reveals a complex behavior where sample
disorder plays a key role. Furthermore, the response to alternating magnetic fields has only been explored in
limited cases and analyzed in terms of the constant field solution. Here we unveil phenomena in the evolution
of magnetic domain walls under the application of alternating magnetic fields within the creep regime, well
beyond a small fluctuation limit of the domain wall position. Magnetic field pulses were applied in ultrathin
ferromagnetic films with perpendicular anisotropy, and the resulting domain wall evolution was characterized
by polar magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy. Whereas the dc characterization is well predicted by the
elastic interface model, striking unexpected features are observed under the application of alternating square
pulses: Magneto-optical images show that after a characteristic number of cycles, domain walls evolve toward
strongly distorted shapes concomitantly with a modification of domain area. The morphology of domain walls
is characterized with a roughness exponent when possible and contrasted with alternative observables which are
more suitable for the characterization of this transient evolution. The final stationary convergence as well as the
underlying physics is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics and morphology of magnetic domain walls
(DWs) play a key role on determining the spatial and temporal
characteristics of magnetization reversal, whose control is
imperative to develop new magnetization based devices [1–6].
Beside practical applications, from the basic point of view, the
understanding of DW dynamics is also relevant in a wider
context. DWs can be described within the general class of
disordered elastic systems, which includes a vast range of
systems such as ferroelectric domain walls [7–9], reaction
fronts in disordered flows [10], contact lines in wetting [11],
epitaxially grown surfaces [12], crack propagation [13], or
active cell migration [14], as well as periodic systems such as
vortex lattices in type II superconductors [15] or colloidal sys-
tems [16], among others. Although the microscopic equations
behind these systems are completely different, under some
reliable assumptions all of them can be described as elastic
manifolds lying in a disordered landscape [17–20]. In those
systems, the competition between elastic and pinning forces,
together with thermal fluctuations, leads to a rich and complex
dynamics. Remarkably, a thermally activated motion over
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effective drive-dependent energy barriers, described by uni-
versal laws, holds below the depinning transition [15,21–23].

In this context, the relationship that the morphology and
spatial correlation lengths have with the associated dynamic
regimes involves a very rich and interesting physics. Such a
connection between dynamics and morphology is illustrated
by the link between the universal creep exponent and the
equilibrium roughness exponent. The creep exponent μ char-
acterizes how the effective energy barriers depend on the
external drive (magnetic field H for the specific case we
shall study), �E ∼ H−μ, which then controls the velocity-
field characteristics below the depinning transition, ln v ∼
−H−μ [17,24]. The roughness exponent ζ describes how the
fluctuations B(r) of the position of the interface grow as
a function of the length scale, B(r) ∼ r2ζ . The equilibrium
roughness exponent thus describes the morphology of the in-
terface at zero drive. The creep exponent for a d-dimensional
system can be expressed in terms of the roughness expo-
nent as μ = (d + 2ζ − 2)/(2 − ζ ) [17,24]. Therefore, in a
one-dimensional interface, the theoretically found equilibrium
roughness exponent ζ = 2/3 [25,26] implies a creep expo-
nent μ = 1/4. This value of the creep exponent has been
corroborated in many experiments [21,22,27,28]. However,
the experimental determination of the roughness exponent
ζ is challenging and, while it can be computed in different
ways [12,21,22,28–31], there is a wide spread in the reported
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values [29–31]. Furthermore, besides the equilibrium rough-
ness exponent, the morphology can be described with differ-
ent roughness exponents at different length scales [18,32,33],
which prompt a careful interpretation of the experimentally
found values [34].

Although a large amount of work during the last decades
has been devoted to understanding this very rich phenomenol-
ogy, there are still many unanswered questions. In particular,
the description based on the analogy between magnetic do-
main walls and driven elastic interfaces considers several ap-
proximations; the (quasi)equilibrium condition, elasticity in a
small fluctuations limit (neglecting plasticity and multivalued
interfaces), and the assumption of absence of strong pinning
(or spatially correlated defects) in the sample, which are not
obviously fulfilled. Several recent works highlight that some
features cannot be explained without taking into account some
of these considerations [35].

In this framework, the ac dynamics of driven DWs has
not been extensively explored up to now. After the seminal
theoretical works of Natterman and coworkers [36–39], exper-
iments carried out mainly by ac susceptibility measurements
corroborated some of their predictions [40]. The theoretical
works [36–39] generically study the response of DWs to ac
fields and in particular predict different magnetic hysteresis
loops as a function of the amplitude and frequency of an
applied oscillating magnetic field, H (t ) = H0 sin ωt . It is pre-
dicted that at low frequencies ω < γ Hp/L and for amplitudes
such that H0 > Hω the ac behavior is well described by
applying the dynamic equation holding in the dc case. Here
γ is the mobility, Hp is the depinning field, L is a typical
system size and Hω is a frequency dependent field such
that below Hω the probability to overcome the creep energy
barrier for the smallest DW segment is negligible and there
is no macroscopic motion of the DW. The resulting solution
only depends on the involved dc dynamic regimes and the
typical distance L between domain nuclei that determines the
magnetic saturation [37]. In this picture, the application of an
alternating periodic magnetic field with null dc component
would produce a periodic DW oscillation around the initial
condition. Although the response is expected to be nonlinear
and hysteretic, the magnetic domain is expected to remain
unchanged after applying an integer number of ac field cycles.
On the other hand, numerical calculations made in the context
of the kinetic Ising model predict a dynamic phase transi-
tion as a function of the ac frequency [41,42], corroborated
by magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetization measurements
[43,44]: Above a critical frequency a nonzero average mag-
netization develops in a certain number of cycles. In other
complex systems as superconducting vortices or colloidal
assemblies, it has been shown that the ac dynamics displays
very particular characteristics not directly translatable from
dc dynamic regimes and may produce an evolution and a
reorganization of the systems [16,45–47].

In the present work we show that DWs driven by moderate
ac magnetic fields in the creep regime unveil phenomena not
directly associated with dc dynamics. By magneto-optically
imaging the DW evolution under the application of alternating
magnetic fields, in different ultrathin ferromagnetic films with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), we observe that
after a characteristic number of cycles magnetic domains

that are initially circular evolve toward strongly distorted
domains, with irregular shape. This strong deformation of the
DW morphology goes far beyond the small fluctuation limit
[17,19] and is concomitant with a reduction of domain area.
We characterize the morphology of DWs with a roughness
exponent when possible and we show that alternative observ-
ables taking into account large scale deformations are more
suitable for the characterization of this transient evolution.
The final stationary convergence as well as the underlying
physics is discussed.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the experi-
mental methods are described, the dc and ac protocols used
to study different characteristics of the magnetic domains
dynamics are described and the observables to quantify the
measurements are defined. In Sec. III we present the dc
characterization of the samples used in this paper. In Sec. IV
we show the main experimental results obtained with the ac
protocol. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to a discussion and the
main conclusions of the present work.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental techniques

Magneto-optical imaging experiments have been per-
formed in two kinds of ultrathin ferromagnetic films with
PMA. On one hand, Pt/Co/Pt magnetic monolayers were
grown by dc magnetron sputtering on naturally oxidized
(001) Si substrates at room temperature, as detailed in
Ref. [48]. On the other hand, Pt/[Co/Ni]4/Al multilayers
were grown on oxidized Si-SiO2 substrates by dc magnetron
sputtering as described in Ref. [49]. Samples were char-
acterized by dc out-of-plane magnetization measurements
displaying the sharp square hysteresis loops characteristic
of PMA. Both the Pt/Co/Pt monolayers and the Co/Ni
multilayers samples are candidates to likely present a siz-
able Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DMI) interaction with interfa-
cial origin. Even if the DMI, normally evidenced using in-
plane magnetic fields, was not studied in the present films,
similar samples had shown DMI related effects [49–53].
Results presented in this work correspond to the follow-
ing samples: sample S1 is a Pt(8 nm)/Co(1 nm)/Pt(4 nm)
containing one magnetic Co layer and sample S2 is a
Pt(6 nm)/[Co(0.2 nm)/Ni(0.6 nm)]4/Al(6 nm) containing a
magnetic CoNi multilayer (the number in parenthesis indi-
cates the thickness of each layer).

Magneto-optical images were obtained at room temper-
ature, with a homemade polar magneto-optical Kerr effect
(PMOKE) microscope in the Köhler configuration, using as
light source a LED with a central wavelength of 650 nm.
Two polarizers were included in the excitation and collection
optical paths. 10× amplified images were obtained with a
12 bits CCD camera. The pixel size on an image is 0.39 μm
and the spatial resolution considering Raleigh criteria is about
1.6 μm.

Specially designed Helmholtz coils are included in a RL
circuit fed by a power amplifier connected to a wave generator.
The total system has a characteristic time ∼25 μs allowing
us to apply well conformed square magnetic field pulses with
amplitude H up to 700 Oe and duration τ > 1 ms. Applied
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FIG. 1. Example of image processing. (a) Image of a magnetic
domain obtained after background subtraction (saturated sample).
(b) After applying a threshold averaging filter a binary image is con-
structed that allows us to obtain the DW contour. (c) Superposition
of the resulting DW profile, indicated as a white line, and the original
image (panel a). The scale bar is 40 μm width.

fields are in the direction normal to the sample, with homo-
geneity �H/H < 0.04 in a 0.126 mm2 area.

Figure 1(a) shows a typical image of a magnetic domain
after subtracting background (fully saturated sample). The
contrast is further increased and the noise is cleaned using
a threshold averaging filter that consists of applying a non-
linear mapping function followed by a moving average and
a threshold filter. The nonlinear mapping function consists
of I (x, y) = tanh( f (x, y)/Imax), where f (x, y) is the intensity
of the image in each pixel after subtracting the background
and Imax is the maximum intensity of the image. The moving
average filter is then used to smooth the noise [54]. Finally, we
applied a threshold filter to binarize the images as is observed
in Fig. 1(b). As is shown in Fig. 1(c) by the superposition of
the domain wall profile taken from the binarized image and
the subtracted background image, there is not significant loss
of information in the DW during this process.

B. DC and ac protocols

As in typical PMOKE experiments, due to the DW veloc-
ity scales involved, DW dynamics was characterized with a
quasistatic technique in which the structure of the domains
remains stable during image acquisition. Therefore, images
of magnetic domains are taken in zero field after applying
magnetic field square pulses that expand (or reduce) the
domains (Fig. 2).

To measure the mean DW velocity, a sequence of pulses
were applied [dc protocol in Fig. 2(a)], successive images
were subtracted from one another and the mean displacement
was measured [Fig. 2(b), left panel]. The time interval τ was
chosen in such a way that the domains grow in small steps
without reaching the magnetic saturation of the sample. In
Fig. 2(b) (right panel) the displacement after N dc pulses is
plotted against the total time duration �t = Nτ . The velocity
is then determined from the slope of a linear fit of the
displacement data plotted against the total time. From now
on, in agreement with the terminology used in the literature,
we will refer to the procedure sketched under “dc Protocol”
in Fig. 2(a) as a way to probe the “dc dynamics.” On the
other hand, to probe the “ac dynamics,” an already dc grown
domain is shaken by applying several ac squared wave pulses,
where the applied magnetic field alternates polarity and the
average applied field is zero [Fig. 2(a)]. It is important to

FIG. 2. Protocols to probe and characterize the dc and ac dynam-
ics. (a) Temporal evolution of the applied field H . The initial part
corresponds to the dc protocol: After nucleation, the domains are
grown by applying magnetic field pulses with the same polarity, H >

0. After dc growth, the ac magnetic field pulses of alternating polarity
are applied, with null average magnetic field after application of
an integer number of ac cycles. In both cases, images are obtained
at H = 0, between (or after) pulses. (b) Example of the procedure
followed to determine the DW mean velocity. The left panel shows
the displacement �x of the DW after N dc pulses of duration τ each.
The scale bar is 40 μm. The velocity is obtained from the linear fit
of �x against the total time �t = Nτ (right panel).

notice that we use here a sequence of square-shaped pulses, in
contrast to monocromatic ac fields applied in other references
[40]. Our ac protocol is a natural extension of the single
square pulses typically used to obtain the velocity in PMOKE
experiment, thus allowing us to directly compare our data with
the dc velocity-field curve. Amplitudes and times used in dc
and ac protocols may be different. In all the cases, the DWs
characteristics are measured from images taken under zero
field.

C. Correlations and observables

The simplest elastic model used to study response under
ac fields assumes a flat interface in the presence of random
weak defects [37–39]. In the present work, we are particularly
interested in describing the evolution of the full domain,
which of course is not flat. Since we are working with
circular-type domains, we alternatively solved this problem by
transforming the angular position θ of each point on the DW
in a linear coordinate, using a system centered in the centroid
of the binarized magnetic domain. The linear position z is then
defined as z = ρθ , where ρ is the radius of a circular domain
with identical area to that of the observed domain. The pro-
cedure is sketched in Fig. 3. The morphology of an interface
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FIG. 3. Procedure used to compute the roughness function B(r):
A linear coordinate z = ρθ is defined from a circle centered in the
centroid of the domain with the same total magnetized area [panels
(a) and (b)]. B(r) quantifies the correlation between u(z) and u(z + r)
[panel (b)] as defined in Eq. (1). The roughness exponent ζ and
roughness amplitude B0 are defined in Eq. (2) and are obtained
from the linear fit of ln(B(r)/[μm]) vs ln(r/[μm]). Error bars take
into account the optical resolution and the dashed area indicates the
region below resolution [panel (c)].

is usually characterized by its roughness, an observable that
quantifies the correlation between relative displacements of
points in the interface a distance r apart [see Fig. 3(b)]. In
this work we use as a measure of the interface fluctuations the
roughness function

B(r) = 1

2πρ

∫ 2πρ

0
[u(z + r) − u(z)]2dz, (1)

where u(z) is the displacement in the radial direction and
2πρ is the effective interface length, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Particular care has been taken to avoid DW regions pinned by
strong defects, in order to compute B(r).

As was mentioned in the introduction, interface theory
predicts relationships between different dynamic regimes and
the corresponding roughness exponents ζ [18,32,33]. In an
elastic interface, ζ characterizes the power-law growth of the
roughness function B(r),

B(r) = B0

( r




)2ζ

, (2)

where the 
 scale accounts for the units of the longitudinal
scale r, so that B0 has the same units as the roughness function
B(r) (here we use 
 = 1 μm). The roughness exponent ζ

quantifies correlations of transversal fluctuations in a single
interface, whereas the roughness amplitude B0 is related to the
typical size of such fluctuations in the length 
. The function
ln(B(r)) vs ln(r) is linear at short distances r. From a linear

fit of data, the roughness exponent ζ and roughness amplitude
B0 are then obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

The roughness function B(r) serves to describe DWs
morphology in a small fluctuation limit. Conversely, when
fluctuations are large and the DW displacement is no longer
univaluated, a different approach should be taken. Therefore,
as a general tool permitting the characterization of domains
evolution for arbitrarily large DW fluctuations, we further
define a normalized correlation between two domain images
I1 and I2 as

C(I1, I2) = max(X(I1,I2 ) )

max(X(I1,I1 ) )
, (3)

where the function X(I1,I2 ) = I1 ⊗ I2 is the two-dimensional
discrete cross-correlation function, that essentially performs
the sliding scalar product between the binary images I1 and
I2 [54]. Specifically, for images of M × M pixels, where
I1(xn, ym) and I2(xn, ym) are the values of the intensity at the
pixel (xn, ym), the value of the cross correlation in the position
(xi, y j ) is computed as the inner product between the image I1

and the image I2 shifted in (xi, y j ) (also known as lags), this is

X(I1,I2 )(xi, y j ) =
M,M∑

n,m=1

I∗
1 (xn, ym)I2(xn + xi, ym + y j ), (4)

where I∗
1 is the complex conjugate of I1 (that is equal to I1 for a

real image). As will be shown in the following sections, C can
be used to compare a domain after evolution with its initial
condition or with an idealized perfect circular shaped domain.

III. DC DYNAMICS CHARACTERIZATION

Local magnetization hysteresis loops were obtained by
PMOKE microscopy in both samples by applying succes-
sive 50 ms magnetic field pulses of increasing (decreasing)
amplitudes up to ±250 Oe. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the
out-of-plane hysteresis loops for each sample, whose squared
shape is typical of systems with PMA. The main panel of

FIG. 4. Dependence of velocity on applied magnetic field for
samples S1 (blue circles) and S2 (red squares). The linear behavior
of the creep plot, ln v against H−1/4, indicates that both systems are
in the creep regime. The inset shows magnetic hysteresis loops for
each sample.
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Fig. 4 shows DW velocities corresponding to samples S1
(blue circles) and S2 (red squares) in a creep plot ln v as a
function of H−1/4. The observed linear relationship confirms
that the DW dynamics, in both samples, remains in the
creep regime, with the expected dynamic exponent μ = 1/4
[17,21,22,24,33]. Domains nucleate at similar fields in both
samples, but the DW velocities are higher in sample S1 which
can be correlated with a sharper hysteresis loop and a smaller
coercive field [48].

The experimental roughness function B(r), defined in
Eq. (1), has been computed for DWs driven by magnetic fields
of 100 Oe for S1 and 150 Oe for S2, which corresponds to
approximately the same velocity in Fig. 4. The correspond-
ing ζ and B0 values were estimated from the linear fit of
ln B(r) as a function of ln r, as in the example shown in
Fig. 3. However, a statistical analysis is needed in order to
obtain reliable roughness parameters [55]. A more detailed
discussion about this issue is included in a forthcoming paper.
The resulting roughness exponents, statistically averaged over
10 realizations, are ζdc = 0.73 ± 0.04 and ζdc = 0.64 ± 0.05
for sample S1 and S2, respectively. In both cases, roughness
exponent values are close to the predicted equilibrium value
ζ = 2/3. In addition, the obtained values for the roughness
amplitudes are B0 = (0.032 ± 0.006) μm2, for S1, and B0 =
(0.035 ± 0.007) μm2, for S2, resulting in similar dc rough-
ness amplitudes for both samples.

IV. AC DRIVEN EVOLUTION

As mentioned in the introduction, according to Nattermann
et al., the scenario that describes the DW dynamics under the
application of alternating fields refers to different frequency
and instantaneous magnetic field dependent regimes. This
response may be strongly nonlinear and hysteretic, but after
each ac cycle the system is expected to return to the initial con-
dition. In that sense, all the cycles are similar and described by
a stationary behavior, because the initial condition does not
play any role. Instead, our experimental results, as presented
in the following, show that the actual situation can be much
more complex.

Figure 5 shows a typical evolution of magnetic domains
during the application of an ac protocol. A particular case
for sample S2 is depicted in Fig. 5(a), where images of the
initially dc grown domain and the same domain after apply-
ing 50 and 400 ac cycles are shown. Despite the observed
DW roughness, following the dc protocol the domain grows
preserving an approximately circular shape [Fig. 5(a), left].
However, it is clearly observed that after applying successive
ac cycles, the shape of the magnetic domain becomes much
more distorted [Fig. 5(a), center and right]. Figure 5(b) shows
a more detailed measurement of the evolution along 400
ac cycles for both samples. The corresponding videos are
available in the Supplemental Material [56].

Besides the statistical character of the evolution, the
changes in morphology displayed in Fig. 5 are representative
of those observed in other domains nucleated in each sample
under the same conditions. In fact, we found that the average
characteristics of domains morphology are strongly dependent
on three distinct factors: the initial conditions, the number
of ac cycles in each burst, and the average displacement

FIG. 5. (a) Examples of images taken during the ac evolution for
sample S2, for different number of ac cycles, indicated in the top left
corner. (b) Superimposition of the domain’s contours as a function
of the number of ac cycles, from the dc growth domain (blue) to 400
ac cycles (yellow) in sample S1 (H = 100 Oe, τ = 50 ms) and S2
(H = 150 Oe, τ = 50 ms).

of the DW in each half-cycle �u. Therefore, to be able
to compare and quantify observables that characterize the
ac evolution, we have established the following protocol:
After nucleation, all domains are grown to the same area
(arbitrarily chosen to be ∼4700 μm2) by applying dc pulses
with a given magnetic field and pulse duration. Then, ac
magnetic field pulses with τ = 50 ms are applied. To make the
experiments for different samples comparable, the amplitude
of the magnetic field pulses, H = 100 Oe and H = 150 Oe
for S1 and S2, respectively, were chosen so that the DW ve-
locities in each half cycle produce an average displacement of
�u ∼ 6 μm.

Direct observation of the images during the ac evolution
clearly shows that the domains not only change their shape,
but also loose area, as observed in Fig. 5(b). We discarded
the effect of any possible remanent small dc magnetic field in
the evolution of the magnetization, by analyzing the images
that result from inverting the magnetic field and ac signal
polarities. By observing the evolution in more detail, it can be
seen that the loss of area is smooth in general, but sometimes
happens abruptly, accompanied by a collapse of a portion
of the domain. These abrupt jumps in area are random in
time, and the averaged evolution shows a rather smoothly
decreasing area.

Figure 6 shows the average area evolution measured in both
samples, over 10 realizations of 400 ac cycles, i.e., over the
repetition of the experiment 10 times. The average area of
both samples decreases as N increases, effect that is more
noticeable in the Co monolayer. A detailed analysis of the
curves shows that there is a fast decay in a characteristic ac
time corresponding to Nac ∼ 40 ac cycles, followed by a slow
decay (approximately linear with the number of cycles) up
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FIG. 6. Domains area as a function of the number of pulses for
sample S1 (red) and sample S2 (blue). The average (AV) experimen-
tal curves (continuous color line) were fitted with a linear combi-
nation of an exponential decay function and a linearly decreasing
function (black dashed line). AV and standard deviation (STD) were
calculated over the 10 experimental realizations. The two curves that
limit the shaded areas correspond to AV ± STD.

to the higher measured number of cycles (N = 400). Dashed
lines in Fig. 6 present fits using a linear combination of
exponential and linearly decreasing functions.

By observing in more detail the domains shape evolution,
it can be seen that there are two scales of fluctuations: a small
scale that is normally characterized by the roughness function
and a large-scale deformation whose description goes beyond
B(r). Estimation of the roughness function B(r) [Eq. (1)]
becomes a nontrivial task in strongly deformed domains, be-
cause large fluctuations in u(θ ) give rise to overhangs in u(z)
and make the computation of the B(r) function not straightfor-
ward. An estimation of the ac roughness exponent in sample
S1 has been done, by averaging the resulting exponent of 10
domains obtained after applying 400 ac cycles. The obtained
ac roughness exponent for S1, ζac, resulted slightly larger,
though indistinguishable within the experimental uncertainty,
than the original dc exponent, ζdc (see Table I). For the
roughness amplitude for sample S1 we found that B0ac >

B0dc (see Table I), which is representative of the observed
larger fluctuations after the application of the ac protocol.
For sample S2 the strongly distorted domains shape prevented
a clear estimation of the roughness exponent and roughness
amplitude after 400 ac cycles.

TABLE I. Comparison between roughness parameters in sam-
ples S1 and S2 after dc growing and after the application of 400 ac
cycles (only for the S1 sample). The applied field is 100 Oe for S1
and 150 Oe for S2.

Sample ζdc ζac B0dc (μm2) B0ac (μm2)

S1 0.73 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.03 0.032 ± 0.006 0.08 ± 0.03
S2 0.64 ± 0.05 0.035 ± 0.007

FIG. 7. Evolution of different observables as a function of the
number of cycles for sample S1 (red) and sample S2 (blue). Av-
erage and standard deviation (AV and STD) for each observable
were calculated over 10 realizations. The two curves that limit the
shaded areas corresponds to AV ± STD. Normalized correlation [see
Eq. (3)] with the initial domain C(IN , I0) (a) and with a circular
domain of the same area C(IN ,CN ) (b), and the ratio between actual
area and the area of a circle of equal perimeter R(N ) (c). In all
cases the average curves were fitted with a linear combination of an
exponential decay function and a linear decreasing function (black
dashed line).

In order to evidence the large-scale deformation, in the
following we analyze the evolution of different observables
as a function of the number of applied ac pulses. With the
aim of characterizing the evolution of the domain from its
initial condition, we computed the correlation between the
images after applying N ac cycles IN (x, y) and the image
corresponding to the initial condition I0(x, y), C(IN , I0), as
defined in Eq. (3). The results displayed in Fig. 7(a) show

FIG. 8. Example of domains evolution after applying a large
number of cycles for sample S1 (a)–(d) and sample S2 (e)–(h). Scale
bars are 40 μm.
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TABLE II. Typical micromagnetic parameters and energy and length scales for each sample. Micromagnetic parameters (anisotropy
constant K , saturation magnetization MS , and exchange constant A) were extracted from Refs. [22] and [49] for Pt/Co/Pt and CoNi multilayers,
respectively. Energy and length scales were estimated from given micromagnetic parameters.

Parameter Formula Units Pt/Co/Pt CoNi multilayer

Anisotropy constant K kJ/m3 364 340
Saturation magnetization MS kA/m 910 540
Exchange constant A pJ/m 14 15
Dipolar energy scale Kd = μ0M2

S /2 kJ/m3 520 183
DW energy density σ = √

AK mJ/m2 2.26 2.26
Q factor Q = K/Kd 0.7 1.86
DW width � = √

A/K nm 6.2 6.6
Exchange length lex = √

A/Kd nm 0.16 0.27

that there is a fast decay of the correlation in a characteristic
number of ac cycles, Nac ∼ 30–40, followed by a slow decay
(approximately linear with the number of cycles). The value
of Nac is of the same order as the one found for the decay
of the area in Fig. 6. The decay in this correlation takes into
account the modification in both the shape and the area of the
domains. As can be observed in Fig. 5, original domains are
approximately circular. Therefore, to separately characterize
area loss and deformation, we further analyze the evolution of
two observables: (i) the correlation between the images after
applying N ac pulses IN (x, y) and a perfect circular domain
with the same area A(N ) as the domain at cycle N , C(IN ,CN ),
and (ii) the ratio between the area A(N ) after N cycles and
the area of a perfect circle with exactly the same perimeter
P(N ) of the domain after N cycles, R(N ) = A(N )/AP(N ) =
4πA(N )/P(N )2. The corresponding evolutions are shown in
Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), respectively. The evolution is again well
described by a fast decay before a characteristic ac number of
cycles Nac ∼ 30, followed by a slower linear decay. Notice-
ably, the evolution of R(N ) for sample S2 displays a sharper
initial decrease and a very slow decay with an almost constant
value up to N = 400.

The evolution of all the observables shows a crossover
from a rapid decay to a slow linear decay in a characteristic
number of cycles (around Nac = 30–40 for this particular set
of experimental conditions). A study up to a much larger num-
ber of cycles, statistically representative, should involve many
technical challenges as, for example, the statistical repetitivity
or the mechanical stability of the PMOKE microscope. Still,
images taken after applying a large number of ac cycles N
(up to 12 000) show that domains continue to evolve, with
very different behaviors on each sample. Typical images for
each sample, representative of different stages, are shown in
Fig. 8. For sample S1, there is a continuous decrease of the
domain area, with an eventual full collapse. On the other hand,
domains in sample S2 break into several subdomains, and no
saturation is observed up to the largest times involved in our
experiments.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The discussion about the underlying physics behind the ac
evolution of domains and DWs is not obvious and deserves
further investigation. The model proposed in Refs. [36–39]
traces an analogy between DWs and one-dimensional elastic

interfaces in the presence of quenched random disorder. Al-
though it captures the mean ingredients of the ac dynamics
in terms of the dc counterpart, it is unable to predict the ac
driven behavior observed in the present work. This model is
based on a free energy quasiequilibrium description, assuming
a random week disorder distribution and neglecting long range
dipolar interactions. Furthermore, this model also assumes a
flat DW configuration, disregarding DW fluctuations and its
dynamics.

Numerical simulations and experiments on ferroelectric
DWs show that increasing dipolar interactions might lead to
deformation of domains and rougher DWs [55]. In order to
evaluate the relevance of dipolar interaction in our samples,
typical energy and length scales, computed from micromag-
netic parameters are presented in Table II.

A smaller Q factor indicates a larger dipolar influence.
Contrary to what could be intuitively expected [55], the Co
monolayer presents less distorted domains after application
of the ac protocol but has a smaller Q factor than the CoNi
multilayer. Furthermore, by comparing the exchange length
lex, different values are obtained for each sample, with a larger
value (and thus smaller dipolar effect) obtained for CoNi
multilayers. In addition, estimations of the DW energy density
and DW width give very similar values for both samples. All
these comparisons point to a smaller influence of the dipolar
interaction in sample S2, which presents, however, more
distorted domains during the ac driven evolution. Therefore, at
least after a first qualitative analysis, dipolar interaction does
not seem to be the key responsible for domains deformation.

Although it has been shown that the DMI might play an
important role in the studied samples, since in the present ex-
periments we are not applying in-plane fields, the asymmetric
response of DWs due to the DMI is not unveiled. However,
the DW width and DW energy density do depend on the DMI
and thus it is effectively influencing the resulting dynamics.

A careful inspection of the obtained images suggests that
an enhancement of the influence of strong pinning centers
with respect to the dc evolution could be one of the key
ingredients in the ac dynamics of DWs. Plausibly, the fact
that during ac experiments the DW moves back and forth
across the disorder energy landscape an increasing number of
times, causes the DW to further explore the pinning centers
and hence to progressively reach a more pinned configuration.
How the DW is able to explore the energy landscape should
be related to the time scale associated with the collective
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response of the magnetic moments on the DW. Therefore, the
DW response would depend on both the rise and fall time of
the ac field and its switching rate. Preliminary experiments
indicate that the ac driven evolution is very dependent on
the switching rate, but a systematic study is necessary to be
conclusive about its role in the deformation of domains.

In summary, ac driven DW evolution has been investigated
by means of PMOKE microscopy, in two different ultrathin
magnetic films with PMA. The dc characterization is well
predicted by the elastic interface model, and similar dynamic
exponents are obtained in both samples.

However, striking unexpected features are observed under
the application of alternating square pulses: A strong DW
deformation at scale larger than that involved in the interface
roughness together with a decrease of the total domain area
are observed. Whereas the roughness exponent is not the best
parameter to describe the full domain deformation, the in-
crease in the roughness amplitude is in qualitative agreement
with the observations. We identified alternative observables
that are able to describe the large scale ac evolution even for
the case of highly distorted domains, from which we deter-
mined a typical characteristic ac number of cycles, around
Nac = 30–40 for the protocol used in our experiments.

The evolution at a very large number of ac cycles displays
very different features in both samples: Whereas there is a

tendency to domain collapse for Pt/Co/Pt, domains break up
for CoNi multilayers. Both states seem to be robust attractors
for the dynamics trajectories, but extensive and statistically
representative studies for an extremely large number of ac
cycles are necessary to extract rigorous conclusions.

Numerical simulations as well as systematic complemen-
tary experimental studies are also necessary to find out the
main physical ingredient responsible for the observed be-
havior. A major influence of strong pinning centers and/or
the magnetic field switching time and switching rate in each
ac cycle are the main candidates. Overall, we think that the
reported experiments open a rich and interesting variety of
future work in the field of domain wall dynamics.
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